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DCXR Mobile Panelvan Tender Briefing Question and Answer  
 
 
 

1. Q: Wayne: Lomaen Medical: Is there a possibility of getting a Specification for the Xray Machine to assist in 

sourcing the correct size generator? 

A: Natalie: TBHIV Care: We will prefer if the service provider can work on the normal requirement of 32 KW 

Digital Chest X-Ray. 

2. Q: Wayne: Lomaen Medical: relating to the CAD Software would the contractor require a once off fee or cost 

per patient. 

A: Dr Nyathi: Aquity Innovations NPC: The preference will be a once off Fee however should a supplier 

prefer to send two options for the Software package, we will be open to look at it and make comparison. 

3. Q: Johan: Lomaen Medical: VW Group has changed the height size of their Panelvans with these changes 

in mind can the specifications be looked at to accommodate VW Panelvan 

A: Dr Nyathi: Aquity Innovations NPC: The Panelvan doesn’t have to be a VW however any panelvan with a 

minimum height as per the specification: If the Panelvan height is higher it will be acceptable as long as its 

not lower than the specified minimum height. 

4. Q: Wayne: Lomaen Medical: Is there a possibility of Extension for the submission of the tender 

A: Dr Nyathi: Aquity Innovations NPC: Unfortunately, due to the need for service delivery we need to 

urgently speed up the process to make sure that the project will be rolled out fast to find the Patients in 

Communities we’re targeting that are challenged to visit facilities for different reasons. For this reason, we 

are not able to extend the timelines 

A: Dr Nyathi: Aquity Innovation: Also indicated that Questions will still be answered until 15h00 on the 06th of 

August 2021. 
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